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About This Game

Very Real Chess is one of the first Virtual Reality chess games created specifically for a Steam VR experience. Compete one-
on-one with AI in a fully featured chess environment.

Key Features:

Move around in a simplistic room-scale or standing-only game environment

Play against the computer with one of the best AI in the world -- the Stockfish chess engine

Play on either side as white or black

Wrong move detection tells you when a move is not possible

Overhead view allows the player to see the chessboard from above like a traditional 2D chess game

Interested in developing your own virtual reality experience? Very Real Chess is released under the GPL 3.0 license, so
contact the developer for source code!
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Title: Very Real Chess
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Zachary Geier
Publisher:
Zachary Geier
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD FX 4100

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 770

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Brother in Arms: Earned in Blood is a classic WWII first person shooter. The graphic is dated but that is to be expected for any
game from before “Modern Warfare’s” era. The story in-game tells a fantastic tale about a solider behind enemy lines. The very
nice voice acting only adds to the immersive experience. One original feature in this game is the ability to zoom out in to tactics
mode and analyze the battlefield, this allows for alternative strategies and less linear gameplay. Beating missions with impressive
performance will unlock additional fictional history about the in game characters, as well as other small bonuses. I had a few
gripes with this game. The game is stupidly over scripted; your experience will not change at all with a second play through,
using different strategies and routes can lead to some problems such as un-jumpable ledges, un-jumpable fences, and other
stupid obstacles blocking what appears to be “jumpable” in any other game.. First I would like to start by saying I played the
demo a while back and thought it was fantastic and was so excited for this games release.

Lets talk about the (gameplay) the gameplay is very good I love the combat and the different moves Buck can do are awesome
you can also dodge , kick , punch use a shotgun craft items LOOT enemies which becomes very handy the gameplay starts
teaching you the controls and you think MEH .. then the game increases its difficulty by throwing different enemies in different
directions causing you to use all of Bucks moves!

The graphics and art style are simply beautiful and fits very well
also the interaction with the characters is very good there is a selection of things you can ask each character there are different
towns you can go to and if you want you can get to know the locals by asking them questions before you start your next
mission.The atmosphere at times also gets a little dark when you see dead bodies piled up I did not expect to feel any type of
atmosphere with this game but weirdly there is and it just makes the game that little bit more awesome.

I am having alot of fun with this game and totally recommend you try it out for youself! :D. Boring RNG simulator.. It's bean a
while since I've had a mouthful of fun poured onto me like this.

5/7 perfect game. Not my favorite ND game, but also not on the bottom of my list. While I enjoy the puzzles in Trail of the
Twister, the dialogue is unimpressive. I wish they spent a little more time on character development, and a little less time forcing
me to catch mice. All in all, I enjoy this game, but its not one of those ND staples I can play over and over again.
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Reading the decription of this game, you might think it was a Mystery/Horror Visual Novel in the same vein as Corpse Party,
for example.
But for the most part, it's not. It's a Visual Novel about a bunch of kids strolling around in an empty, not at all scary school and
having very occasional freakouts. The atmosphere is very relaxed for most of the story and no one seems to actually be in
danger at all until things get very close to the endings. This is also reflected in the art. The CGs seem to mostly focus on almost-
but-not-quite showing off the rears of the female characters (which is actually an improvement over some of Corpse Party, lol),
rather than genuinely scaring, disturbing or intriguing you. Which is not what I come to this genre for.
I wont deny that there are some parts that are okay (mostly in Ayana's ending pre-credits, imo), but they are mostly drowned out
by mind-numbing boredom and the occasional facepalm.
Which brings us to the Mystery angle. Which is also not very good. The characters just kind of stumble around until someone
spouts some exposition at them, rinse and repeat. If you're lucky they might find an extremely unsubtle dokument or a very
obvious riddle which no one would have had any reason to write. But for the most part, there is nothing you can actually put
together on your own while the game alternates between revelations that are pretty obvious and those that are kind of ridiculous.
The characters are not particularly interesting either, especially the main character, who's only real character trait is that he's too
cool to give a damn.
This is probably not the worst VN in it's genre, but if you are looking for a dark atmosphere, a good scare or an interesting
mystery, I would recommend you to look elsewhere. And if you're just here for cute girls, there's better stuff in the Romance
genre.. Pay to win DLC. Buzzsaw and Dual Flares are hilariously overpowered.. Seriously goofy side scroller. Got boring real
fast.. KitTEN out of KitTEN would PURRchase again.. This Railworks Addons is it definitly worth the full price. There are
many scenarios in the pack, and a huge amouth of rolling stock, which gives this Route a very atmospheric experience as it was
in the steam era around Nottingham.

One guy here in the feedback area wrote about the assets, that everybody could rebuild this route, because there are no "specific
new" assets. In my opinion it\u00b4s not about that, if you compare this route with pictures from the past 1950 between 1965
you will see this route is made very, very detailed. All the junctions, sidings and stations are named and are recognizeable as it
were.

Also it\u00b4s not that easy rebuilt a Route from more than a half century back. There are maybe track plans left, but many of
the Lines, Branches, Motive Power Depots (like colwick, annesley...) closed after 1970 as the stea era ended and rail tracks were
dismantled.

This Time dovetail did good work and i can recommend it absolutley. I hope they know this level should be standard for selling
other addons. Today its not enough publish a product and think buyers will be happy if "it" moves a llittle bit forward and little
bit backward. Many developers prove with theyr "pro" addons, that its indeed possible to make this whole experience such
realistic as possible on a computer.. played this game for 5 minutes. It is absolutely aweful. Trash mobile crossover.. Cossacks
II: Battle for Europe. What can i say about this game other then it is amazing, Control tons of troops while conquering lands and
managing resources, Watch your coal production otherwise you have no ammo!, It might have AOE graphics but this game
takes militarty tatics and is no doubt one of the best i have ever played although it does have some problems since it isa veery
old game. If you like shmups, get this. Be warned...it's NOT easy.. This game is awesome, fast paced, strategy game, played with
spaming your keys and mouse.
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